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Before analysing the data in Table 2, the assumptions upon which
the exercise is built up need to be spelled out. The data in column
(b), showing Indian per capita income by sectoral origin in U.S.
relative prices, are not based on detailed price relatives of all the
items in national accounts. They are the product of a rough and
ready calculation. Their significance lies in pointing up sharply
the real economic distance—particularly by the sector of origin
—rather than measuring it precisely.
The prices of farm products in India are significantly lower
than in the United States. An approximate comparison of various
products suggests that the estimate of India's agricultural income
should be raised by at least 50-60 per cent, and perhaps more, to
make it comparable with that in the United States. Industrial
output in India consists of production in both modern and small-
scale industries; the output of the former appears to be under-
valued—on a relative price basis—less than that of the latter.
For the purpose of comparison, the output of both these is assumed
to require a rough upward adjustment of about 50 per cent.
The rest of the economy is composed of the service sector. It
presents the greatest difficulty in comparative national accounting.
For example, an elementary-school teacher in India receives a
monthly salary of about $20 ; but his counterpart in the United
States gets $300 or more. Under any assumption, the real service
rendered by (or productivity of) the latter is surely not 15 times
higher than that of the former. Similar distortions arise when the
incomes of public employees, bankers, barbers, traders and others
are compared. The adjustment for this sector is therefore purely
notional in character. It may be suggested that the level of wages
and salaries in the service sector of a country is to a large extent a
functional reflection of the level of productivity in the commodity
sector.
Keeping in mind these statistical limitations, a few observations
may be made concerning the datarin Table 2.
(I) Agricultural Output. India is known as a land of agricultural
scarcity. The United States, on the other hand, has faced an al-
together different problem—agricultural surpluses. One might
expect the difference in the output per head of total population
between these two countries to be very wide. At current exchange
rates (see columns (a) and (c) in Table 2), it was four times higher

